
Call for Articles 

 

SPIRITUAL VEGETATION: Vegetal Nature in Religious Contexts  

Across Medieval and Early Modern Europe 

Plants have been seen as aesthetic objects and as visual codes shaping communication processes, yet 

plants can also be understood as dynamic subjects or agents of crossover, transition, transformation, 

and transgression. We invite papers from perspectives that demonstrate the transformative, transient, 

and transgressive aspects of plants and trees. We are interested in their roles in medieval and early 

modern religious literature, painting, sculpture, and music, as well as in exegesis and cult, in botany 

and philosophy. This volume will focus on plant life in Christian contexts as well as aspects of ancient 

Greek and Roman traditions that were passed on to the medieval and early modern eras.    

Article submissions are invited on (but not limited to) the following thematic areas: 

- Paradisal vegetation 

- Plants in earthly and celestial settings  

- Spatiality and temporality: plants and trees as settings, borders, markers, and narrative 

contexts 

- Conceptions of gardens or forests 

- Botanical bodies 

- Plants and religious ritual 

- Communication and interactions through plants 

- Plants and the emotions  

- Epistemic value of plants; taxonomic thought (e.g. tree diagrams)  

- Botany and natural histories 

We welcome considerations of transgression, transition, crossover, transformation, and other 

dynamics, such as:  

- plants as metaphors (metaphorein) or as signa translata,  

- transformations in the long tradition of plants as figures of speech and in narratives  

- the agency of vegetal nature and (inter-)actions with plant  

- heterotopy, heterochronology, heterogenous vegetation 

- or tensions between:   

o novelty and tradition 

o consolidation and innovation 

o abstraction and concreteness  

o delicacy and opulence 

o beauty and horror or disgust 

o perishability and imperishability 

o aesthetic intensity, religious ebriety, and sobriety 

o obsession, irrationality and rationality 

o magnitude, splendour, and humility   

o marginality, periphery, and centrality 

o meaning and ornament 

o religious and profane codes 

Submission Instructions 

Contributions are welcome in English or German from any arts and humanities discipline focusing on 

the medieval or early modern eras for chapters of around 8,000 words. Potential contributors are 

encouraged to first submit an expression of interest with a brief bio and an abstract of 500-800 words 

by November 1 2017.  

Contact    beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de  and  guita.lamsechi@utoronto.ca 
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